
Dear Lord Speaker..

David W Train
Former Olympic Coach



Dear Lord Speaker…..

I was delighted when I heard that Claire Perry had been appointed as the President and helm 
of COP 26, for, with your help, WE in Britain now have a golden opportunity to change the 
course  of world history, saving the day for civilisation and humanity.  To ensure that WE do 
not lose the opportunity Britain needs you, as the man in “pole” position to raise and strike 
two sea signalling flags spelling out “WE” on the Victoria Tower every Friday as WE take 
part on our voyage to COP26.   The rest will follow and WE will all win gold.

Stories change the world and WE can, through Glasgow 2020, create a new world story and 
a new identity fit for the needs of the 21st century that WE will be proud to pass on to our 
future generations.  I say WE because it needs every child, woman and man, at every level 
of  society,  in  Scotland,  England,  Wales,  Northern Ireland and the other  Commonwealth 
countries on board and working together if WE are to inspire the whole world on board next 
November.

It is an Olympian task that has been given to Claire but WE in Worcestershire have created a 
set of soft power tools for the world so that Claire can finish the job.  By good fortune 
Claire, the last five prime ministers and many other national and world leaders have already 
taken part, by signing a Paddle for Life, one of the soft power tools. They are already part of 
the story and I am sure that any future leader will be delighted to take part.

By even greater good fortune, in March 2018, Claire signed a Paddle for Life and named  
the bell boat,  “Spirit  of Tees Valley and the Climate Revolution” in her constituency of 
Devizes.  I have used the photo to create a collage with the bell boat now renamed the 
“Spirit of Glasgow 2020 and the Climate Emergency” and would particularly draw your 
attention to your image next to the Victoria Tower and the flags on the bell boat, the Victoria 
Tower, the Scottish Parliament, the Senedd and Stormont. 

The two sea signalling flags on the bow of the bell boat are those for W and E.  As a single 
flag W also means “Urgent Medical Attention Needed”, in this case for our planet and E, as 
a single flag, means “Changing Course to Avoid a Collision”.   On the centre mast is the 
United Nations flag and the Scottish Saltire and the Red Ensign are on the stern masts.

The boat and flags spell out the message  that WE the crew of the “Spirit of Glasgow 2020 
and the Climate Emergency” recognising that urgent medical attention is needed for our 
blue planet,  are changing course to avoid a catastrophe, and inspiring all  nations of the 
United Nations to  take part.    WE have used the flags and bell  boats  to  spell  out  that 
message for twenty six years and have already given them to China, America and the EU.

In early April this year I was watching the news on TV which was reporting the visit of 
Greta Thunberg to Parliament and her campaign to inspire children throughout the world to 
“strike”  from school  on  Fridays  as  well  as  the  Brexit  protests  outside  Parliament.  The 
picture showed all the competing flags and banners getting higher and higher and above 
them the Union Flag on the Victoria Tower .  I had a light bulb moment!! 



I knew that when a flag is taken down it is called “striking” the flag and that WE could 
connect people at all levels of society, from our primary school to our leaders in the Palace 
of Westminster, by simply raising and “striking” the two flags in our schools and on the 
Victoria Tower every Friday.

In Worcestershire, four to five thousand primary school children now take part in “Voyages 
and Regattas for Our Home on the Blue Planet”.  I knew that asking primary school children 
to strike from school would not be appreciated by parents and teachers, but striking a flag 
each Friday would be welcomed, for all could take part without leaving school. 

I wrote a poem for the children of Fladbury and on 12th April they became the first school 
in the world to read out the poem and raise and strike the two flags in the Friday assembly. 
Aiming high, WE set out to inspire you and the Speaker of the House of Commons to fly the 
two flags on the Victoria Tower to signal the ideas to the world.

Whilst WE awaited your reply WE have managed to inspire leaders to fly the two flags on 
Pershore  Abbey,  Fladbury  Church,  Bromsgrove  Council  Office,  Worcester  University 
Worcester Cathedral and other schools and clubs.  Step by step the ideas are spreading.  Last 
week WE had a brilliant message of HOPE from your Office.  It said:

Many thanks for your email dated 15 August. Please accept my sincere apologies for 
the delay in responding. As your request concerns Victoria Tower, it is a matter for 
the Lord Speaker only. Unfortunately, the Lord Speaker has declined your request. 
As you will understand, the Lord Speaker receives an incredible number of requests 
to honour so many worthy causes and requests such as these are authorised in very 
exceptional circumstances.

 
I was delighted with the reply for, in the delay in replying, much has happened, including 
the  appointment of Claire as the COP 26 President and the announcement of it being held in 
Glasgow  for  I  realised  that  this  is  a  very  exceptional  circumstance,  indeed  the  most 
extraordinary and exceptional circumstance in the history of civilisation and humanity. 

If WE fail to bring all on board in Glasgow it will be a huge catastrophe for all our children, 
grandchildren and great-grandchildren. In these very exceptional circumstances I am sure 
that  you  will  agree  that  WE  must  all  do  everything  in  our  power  to  save  our  future 
generations from harm and I hope that you will urgently reconsider your decision.  

In WW2, Big Ben was the sound of hope for the world as WE listened to its chimes before 
the BBC News.  Now, with the collective will to create from our world climate crisis, and 
the golden opportunity of COP 26, WE can turn the Victoria Tower into a lasting “Vision of 
Hope" for all  the world as WE face an even greater threat to our existence than during 
WW2.

I am writing to all party political leaders and people at every level of society to ask them to 
contact you to give their support and inspire you to seize this golden opportunity for Britain.  



I have already spoken to our first schools in Worcestershire and they will soon be writing to 
you but YOU are in pole position to swiftly signal support from the very top. Few in world 
history have had such an opportunity to so swiftly send a signal of hope to world!

WE would be delighted if YOU would, in the true spirit of the Olympics, “Take Part” by 
raising  and  “striking”  the  two flags  over  Victoria  Tower  every  Friday  as  WE start  our 
voyage to Glasgow 2020.   WE will all win gold!

Good paddling,

David  
                                            WE Need Our  Leaders With Us

WE raise  and “strike” on Fridays,
Two flags which say it all,
How our Blue Planet’s in danger,
And WE must change our course.
WE need our leaders with us,
On board and paddling hard,
If WE’re to change the climate,
And save all life from harm.

WE raise and “strike" on Fridays.
So rulers of our lands,
Will listen to the children,
And clap them with their hands
So now on every Friday,
Until our planet’s safe,
WE raise and “strike”, WE raise and “strike”,
Two flags which say it all.


